
SIGN UP AND APPLICATION FORM TERMS

    Through the present, from MAGMA ASSOCIACIÓ PER PROMOURE LA RECERCA JOVE
we inform you that, in accordance with the regulations in force in Data Protection, specifically, of
Regulation (EU) 2016/679, the personal data that you provide us through this registration will be
treated for the sole purpose of deciding the selection of registered projects that will be taken to
participate in the Exports for this year, which is why the information requested in this phase is the
essential to be able to consider their participation in our fair . 

    Once the evaluation of the project has been carried out, you will be notified by email indicating
the  result.  MAGMA ASSOCIATION  FOR  YOUNG  RESEARCH  guarantees  the  security  and
confidentiality of the data provided, committing itself to the fulfillment of its obligation of secrecy
of the personal data and of its duty to keep them, adopting all the necessary measures to avoid its
alteration, loss, treatment or unauthorized use. The data provided will be kept for a year once the
classification has finished. These data will not be ceded nor communicated to third parties except in
those cases in which there is a legal obligation and those in charge of treatment that provide support
and  accommodation  services  of  the  information  systems  of  the  organization,  with  which  the
appropriate contracts are signed. 

    To all this, consent you expressly through the acceptance of this document because it is essential
for the treatment described. If you authorize this, we will be able to keep you informed through
electronic means of other Exporecerca Jove. This information will not be ceded nor communicated
to third parties except in the case of a legal obligation. You have the right to obtain confirmation as
to whether we are dealing with your personal data, therefore, you have the right to access your
personal  data,  rectify  the  inaccurate  data  or  request  its  deletion  when  the  data  are  no  longer
necessary, all in writing addressed to anyone of our access routes on Camí Antic de Valencia 37,
08005, Barcelona or by email to correo@magmarecerca.org.


